.
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This training is based on materials from the guide, and that the full guide is available
for download.
While the guide is titled “Engaging Women in Trauma-informed Peer Support,” and
some chapters are specific to women, emphasize that the basic principles in the guide
are applicable to all people.
HANDOUT with link
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Conduct the audience poll to get a sense of participant’s roles and settings in which
they provide peer support.
Transparency is a key concept in trauma-informed work.
To model transparency, the trainers will provide as much information along the way to
help participants know what to expect.
The intention is to provide a brief overview of the goals; rather than delve into detail,
provide a road map and overview of the training plan.
We hope they find this day helpful no matter what setting they are in.
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Transition topic to peer support basics.
Exercise: What does peer support mean to you?
Purpose: To determine participants’ degree of familiarity with peer support, how they
conceptualize it, and what their experience with it has been.
Process: Before moving to next slide, ask the group to take a moment to think about
what “peer support” means to them. Acknowledge all responses by recording the
answers on a flip chart and leave that up while moving through the rest of the slides in
this section.
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These principles are drawn from Shery Mead’s work on Intentional Peer Support
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People in “peer” jobs sometimes may work in organizations that do not understand
the fundamentals of peer support and may see “peer” jobs as paraprofessional,
clinically oriented roles.
The definition of peer support used in these materials comes not just from Intentional
Peer Support, but also from the work of pioneers in the early consumer/survivor
movement in the 1970s who developed what was then referred to as self- help or
mutual support. It grew from the recognition that people who had been
disempowered by the mental health system could come together as equals and
develop supportive relationships to help reclaim their power.
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• Peer support is about developing authentic mutual relationships, not applying a
cookie-cutter approach to everyone.
• Peer supporters don’t use clinical language or focus on what’s “wrong” with people.
• Peer support doesn’t offer top-down “helping” that disempowers people
• “Counseling” implies that one person knows more than the other – peer support is
about power-sharing
• The heart of peer support involves building trust, and that isn’t possible if people
feel that peer support staff are acting as proxies for clinicians, case managers, or
administrators or are reporting on people’s behavior.
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For people in service systems, “help” has often been about things that were done to
them, rather than with them, and “help” has often come from people who are
authority figures and decide what “help” the person needs .
If peer support staff act this way, it can make the other person feel “less-than” and get
in the way of building trusting, mutual relationships.
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Peer support is not just about formal support groups or one-on-one peer support
relationships.
It can take many forms, including coming together to learn something that will help
people improve their lives, doing social activities together, advocating on behalf issues
that affect people’s lives, and/or becoming involved in community activities beyond
the mental health system.
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Co-optation is a word that may be new to some participants. Once explained, it tends
to resonate with people’s experiences.
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Especially when we work in environments where peer support is seen as less valuable
than professional roles, or where our experiences and perspectives are different than
the majority, it’s easy to slip into a co-opted mindset if we don’t maintain awareness of
this issue.
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• Maintaining an awareness of the possibility of co-optation is easier if we take active
steps like these to avoid it.
• Provide examples of problems that can arise for peer support staff when a person is
the lone peer within an organization.
• Provide examples of conversations to hold with non-peer staff.
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Trainer needs to provide examples for each of these strategies.
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Exercise: Self-care Check-In
Handout and Exercise: Self-care Check-In (Niki Miller, 2010)
Process: Distribute the handout “Self-Care Check-In” while slide 13 is on the screen.
Introduce the activity
The Self-Care Check-In lists some possible strategies you can use. Please look it over
and circle or fill in the blanks for the strategies that you will use if you need to. Feel
free to add other strategies that work for you.”
Read the items and give people 3-5 minutes to complete the form, and then take 2
minutes to ask a few people to share 1 strategy they will use.
Encourage use of peer support.
Follow-up with :
Trauma-informed approach relies on connection
Connecting can be hard work
Many providers and peers supporters have their own experiences with trauma
Self-care is an essential part of the foundation that sustains us in this work.
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Trainers need to provide a good strategic personal illustration that demonstrates a
response to a hot spot, what occurred, and the outcome.
End this session by teaching a brief breathing or stretching exercise. Invite everyone to
participate as much as they feel comfortable.
Conducting a brief activity here makes it possible to wait until after the first activity in
the next session to take a formal break.
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There are many definitions of trauma.
It is important to understand the essential themes; trauma is a response to shocking
circumstances and events that overwhelm a person’s capacity to cope.
Trauma responses are individualized because each of us has different coping resources
(and the same person my have fewer/more resources at different times depending on
circumstances).
Any given threatening event may traumatize one person but not another, since trauma
happens when an individual feels overwhelmed by the threat.
Trainer needs to include a personal experience.
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These are some examples of potential sources of trauma.
It is helpful to go over them by name and provide examples for things not easily
understood. The upcoming activity will provide opportunity further discussion and
relate this to participants’ own experiences.
Participants may have strong reactions to some of these examples. In many of the
training groups, numerous people have identified having similar experiences with
institutional abuse and neglect and have been surprised by seeing others in the room
with a similar response.
When discussing domestic violence, it may be helpful to share that children witnessing
domestic violence have been traumatized by seeing a loved one harmed. It may also
come up that a survivor feels they are to blame for what was done to them. It is
important to state that a crime was committed against them.
The culturally based trauma may require explanation. Easily recognizable examples are
enslavement of African Americans, Genocide against Native Americans, and the
Holocaust.
The misuse of power by one person over another usually resonates with participants in
a way that serves to summarize the slide and link the different experiences.
Again, note that these are examples of events that are likely to result in a trauma
response, but that people respond differently because our coping resources are
different.
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Handout and Exercise: Tracing Trauma in Your Life
Purpose: To gently explore participant’s survivor experiences, confirm learning of basic
concepts of different types of trauma and sources or pain, to create awareness about
different perceptions of being a survivor.
Process: Distribute the handout Tracing Trauma in Your Life and explain the activity.
The trainer will read each trauma description and ask if anyone wants to share or has
one example of this from their life. Remind participants to try to avoid sharing painful
details. It is necessary for the trainer to read the description because people have
different reading and reading comprehension skills. During this activity it may help to
manage time by asking for one example in each area and then move on to the next
type of trauma. Following each response, thank the participant and acknowledge the
courage it took to put their experience in the room.
It may be helpful for the co-trainer to be the first to respond and can model an
example that shares an experience without painful detail.
Time: This activity takes 20-25 minutes when choosing one example.
When each of the six categories has been discussed, thank the participants again and
ask the group to stand for a breathing or grounding exercise. Discuss that it can be
challenging to share and to hear. Refer back to the importance of self-care and remind
people to use their strategies and to touch base with others during the break.
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Different perspectives:
People use different language to explain their experience.
People have different ways of understanding what happened to them and it means
different things to different people.
For example, the word trauma may not be in someone’s vocabulary or they may have
heard it on the news but not applied it to their life experience. But talking with that
same person about violence in the community or asking if they were ever hit or hurt
by another person may get a different response.
Another thing to consider is that abuse may have happened at a very young age and
the survivor may not have developed language to describe the experience.
People need to choose for themselves if , when and where they share their truths.
Examples from the trainer to illustrate these points are helpful.
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Our brains are shaped by our early experiences which includes experiences with
trauma. We develop strategies to survive in that moment.
Ask the group for examples of ways people learn to cope with fear and horror.
Trainers should prepare some brief examples of their own to share.
An example-A person doesn’t have childhood memories.
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• This is a brief, surface level discussion of brain processes when a threat is perceived.
The point is to convey that the reactions are automatic and involuntary.
• The alarm is sounded and chemical response occurs in the brain. The brain signals
the body to prepare for threat-to run, to fight or to freeze. The body prepares by
releasing adrenalin, pupils dilate, breathing changes…
• Ask what fight might look like. What flight might look like and what freeze might
look like.
• When the threat is gone the body typically returns to baseline.
• If an ongoing threat is perceived, the body stays prepared over extended periods of
time. The switch is stuck in the on position, resulting in a trauma response; always
ready for threat.
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Adverse Childhood Experience Study (ACE Study)
Extensive Collaboration between Kaiser Permanente Insurance Company and the
Center for Disease Control. Surveyed 17,000+ people examining the impact of
negative events in early childhood on people over their lifespan.
The ACE Score gives a picture of the total amount of stress during childhood. As the
number of ACEs increases, the risk for many health problems also increases.
They found that the adverse outcomes in health- lung disease, liver disease, heart
disease, cancers, alcohol and other drug use among other health conditions are
also due to the effects of early life stress on the developing brain.
And the effects of a stress response system that is continually turned on. (the
chemicals in our bodies and brain that are produced as part of our stress response
can also affect our bodies and brains).
Extensive information on the ACE study is available for those seeking further
information. It is beyond the scope and time allotted for this of this training..
.

Trauma can interfere with thinking and memory. Thoughts and reminders of a
traumatic experience make emotions difficult to regulate. These changes can affect
neurological processing of information, which in turn sets physiological changes in
motion.
What is important to emphasize on this slide is the continuum of responses and
experiences and the possibility that survivors may move back and forth along the
continuums illustrated above.
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There are factors that contribute to survivors’ coping strategies being overwhelmed.
These are a few. The participants may think of others.
This also highlights the lasting impact shame, silence and betrayal of trust.
Sanctuary trauma occurs when a person or institution that is supposed to be safe, is
not. The betrayal is deep and enduring.

This slide highlights the consequences when trauma is not considered, is
misunderstood or ignored.
Survivors may be “punished” for what staff see as being uncooperative or noncompliant. The struggles for power as survivors try to gain or regain control can lead to
labeling, restraint and other kinds of coercion.
Survivors and staff may be unaware that trauma is part of the picture.
When you understand that trauma responses are involuntary, it allows for reconsideration of assumptions made about people and their behavior. It allows for an
opportunity to consider people in light of their suffering or distress and then think
again about what might actually be helpful.
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Trauma is often at the source of what contributes to feeling disconnected and
powerless.
The feelings of disconnection can be internal-disconnected from self, and lack of
connection with others-family, neighborhood, community.
Another way trauma creates distance occurs when people in helping roles assign
labels, make assumptions about behaviors (for example, “she is only seeking
attention”), believe survivors do not want to heal, or shy away from or refuse to work
with certain people.

These are some examples of statistics about the prevalence of trauma. The purpose is
to illustrate that the vast majority of people likely to be encountered in peer support
are trauma survivors.
It’s also important to highlight the likelihood that staff in a host of positions are like to
be trauma survivors.
In some settings peer supporters, as people who openly disclose being survivors, are
holding the emotional load for many other staff who are in different positions and can
not or do not disclose that they are survivors also.
This again raises the issue of the importance of organizations taking steps to become
trauma-informed and having tools and supports for all staff.
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Richard Mollica is a psychiatrist dedicated to working with survivors of torture form
around the world.

Healing is absolutely possible and peer support, at its core, offers the essential
ingredients to assist people in their healing journey.
Healing requires gaining a sense of control, feeling safe, developing trust and
reconnecting to others. These components can be found in peer support.
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1. Safety: throughout the organization, staff and the people they serve feel physically
and psychologically safe; the physical setting is safe and interpersonal interactions
promote a sense of safety.
2. Trustworthiness and transparency: organizational operations and decisions are
conducted with transparency and the goal of building and maintaining trust among
staff, service users, and family members of people being served by the organization.
3. Collaboration and mutuality: there is true partnering and leveling of power
differences between staff and people using services and among organizational staff
from direct care staff to administrators; there is recognition that healing happens in
relationships and in the meaningful sharing of power and decision-making.
4. Empowerment: throughout the organization and among people served, individuals’
strengths are recognized and validated and new skills developed as necessary.
5. Voice and choice: the organization aims to strengthen service users’ and family
members’ experience of choice and recognize that every person’s experience is unique
and requires an individualized approach.
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In many mental health and other service settings, there is little or no awareness of the
impact and prevalence of trauma, and regular ways of doing business are top-down
and controlling. This can result in a cycle of re-traumatization in which survivors react
to these reminders of trauma in ways that result in staff acting in punitive or
controlling ways, which increases people’s distress, which increases coercion, and
continues the cycle.
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Knowing how prevalent trauma is among people using services, we must act on the
assumption that every person we interact with is likely to be a trauma survivor, and act
accordingly
Note that the question “What happened to you?” is not a literal question that people
should be asked, but represents the underlying philosophy of the way we interact with
trauma survivors.
While we act on the assumption that people are trauma survivors and that something
did happen to them, it’s important for them to explore the meaning they make of
those experiences and how that meaning affects their life
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While education alone does not necessarily heal trauma, it does go a long way towards
helping survivors understand what has happened to them and the long lasting impact
on body, mind, and spirit.
Trauma-informed support offer continuous opportunities to learn about these impacts
and develop new ways of coping with the range of responses previously discussed.
There are also opportunities to create welcoming environments for staff and survivors
to learn and grow in their understanding about trauma at the same time. When
everyone is open to learning, there can be a more power sharing in decision-making.
Knowledge about trauma is reflected in all policies and practices. Organizations
reconsider the impact of sights, sounds, and relationships. Rules are re-examined in
light of how they either foster or inhibit healing. Supervision and on the job self-care
practices are reexamine. Service planning approaches shift to focus on empowerment
and healing.
It would be helpful for the trainer to give some examples of “welcoming
environments”
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• Present slide content then complete activity. Trauma-informed organizations rethink approaches
and environments and maintain a cultural lens that is applied to services, environments and
interactions. Survivors are considered as whole people with cultural connections that need to be
acknowledged and tended to as per the individual’s wishes.
• People have the capacity to heal themselves when effective environments and supports are
present. Mutuality and empowerment are key components of effectiveness.
• Primary principles are voice, safety, autonomy, choice, trustworthiness and to eliminate coercion.
• Training participants may be confused about the difference between trauma informed approaches
and trauma specific treatment. Some examples of trauma-specific treatment: manualized group
treatment models such as Seeking Safety or TREM; integrated trauma & substance abuse
treatment; mind/body approaches such as EMDR (Eye Movement Desensitization and
Reprocessing.
Activity :Exploring the Principles
• Purpose: To engage participants in discussion and strengthen learning about the values of traumainformed practice.
• Process: On the flip chart, have prepared the list “safety; trustworthiness/transparency; peer
support; collaboration and mutuality; empowerment, voice, and choice; and
cultural/historical/gender issues.
• Ask participants to get into groups of 3 and in their groups discuss the principles. Their task is to
decide which of these principles is most important. Allow 10 minutes for discussion.
• Processing: Each group reports their decision to the larger group.
• There is no right or wrong answer. It is important for the trainer to acknowledge the conversation
and the consideration people have given to what they value. Typically, there are a range of
responses and several groups will zero in on if coercion is present then the rest of these principles
cannot exist.
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Many survivors are at a heightened state of awareness of their surroundings and the
people within them. When our histories contain betrayal and inability to trust, our
healing often requires us to look for people to prove they are trustworthy before
believing it to be true.
In other words, ”say what you mean and mean what you say.”
Since healing from trauma requires building trusting relationships, it’s crucial that in
peer support, we be transparent and mutual in our relationships.
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This point can be illustrated with a brief summary of Pat Deegan’s story from the
Guide. From the age of 6-17, Pat was drugged with adult doses of amphetamines by
her mother, who broke open the capsules and mixed them with milk, telling her, “Drink
this, it’s good for you.” This trauma resulted in her hospitalization at age 17. On her
first day on the unit, a nurse approached her with a cup of liquid Thorazine and a cup
of orange juice, poured them together, and told Pat to drink it, it was good for her.
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This slide illustrates the differences in approach between not trauma-informed and
trauma-informed. In making the shift, there are distinct differences in philosophy and
establishing relationships based on hope and healing.
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This quote speaks to the concept that our experiences shape how we see the world.
We can all experience the same event in this room, at this time, and each of us may be
impacted differently, taking away a different view of that event.
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There are many definitions for culture. It is important to work with one so we have a
shared understanding as a group.
This definition describes culture as two things: the values, arts, history and traditions
we have, and what brings us together as groups.
As human beings, we belong to many different groups. It is impossible to tell what
groups are important to a person without having those conversations.
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This slide shares some examples of cultural considerations. There are aspects of
culture that determine how as person identifies himself or herself.
There are other cultural considerations that speak to how people connect to one
another and feel where they belong in their families and communities.
It is impossible to guess or assume what aspects of culture are important.
Trainer needs to give examples of cultural groups that are personally important in selfidentification and group belonging.
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Activity: Cultural Pie (slide # 44) Time 20 minutes
Purpose: The purpose of this exercise is to guide participants to consider all of the cultural groups that they
identify with and the importance of each group in their lives. Further, participants are engaged to examine the
strengths and resources present in their “pie” and to recognize these as resiliency factors.
Process: Say: (ignore the circle for now) Using the lines on the left side of your worksheet, make a list of all of your
cultural groups. These are groups you feel a part of or identify with in any way. (Give several of your own examples;
i.e. man/woman, live in the city/country/suburbs, parent, vegetarian, over 50, spiritual, military experience,
Spanish- speaking)
Allow 4-5 minutes observing the group for anyone who may need assistance to write, then move to the next part
of the activity.
Say: Now using your list, imagine the circle to be a pie. I want you to assign each group on your list a slice of pie.
The size of the slice depends upon the importance of that group in your life.
Allow 5-7 minutes for completion. People may struggle or ask questions. Assure them there is no right or wrong
answer and however they do it is fine.
Now ask the participants to partner with someone and share how they made the decisions about their pie. Allow 5
minutes for sharing.
Process the Activity: (In a large group)
What was this activity like for you?
Did you experience any challenges? (Often someone has refused to do it. If so ask, “What led to your decision?”)
Will your pie be the same in a month, in a year, 5 years?
Are there strengths/resources in your pie?
What would happen if someone removed or ignored a piece of your pie?
Debrief: Take home points: 1) Every pie is unique. 2) Our culture and our lives are fluid, priorities change based
upon what we are experiencing. 3) Our cultural identity contains and provides inherent strengths and when we
can connect with those resources, can bolster resiliency.
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Trauma can cut across all of the cultural strengths, resiliencies, and connections often
leaving people feeling disconnected and isolated.
Survivors may not have family or feel part of communities.
The losses and betrayals may make it extremely difficult to feel part of groups and to
form relationships.
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Culture counts in terms of how people experience life events, what it means to be a
survivor, and the words we use to describe our experiences. The losses we associate
with trauma may be different for each survivor.
Trainer needs to share an example of their own.
The beliefs, biases, and assumptions we hold about others have a long deep individual
history filled with stereotypes and inaccuracies provided by those that taught us.
This can get in the way of effective peer support.
Survivor’s experiences with racism, sexism, anti-semitism, homophobia, ableism, and
classism and any other forms of discrimination make it more difficult to trust others
and often on guard expecting further mistreatment.

Because we do not know what cultural considerations are important until we get to
know someone, be prepared that any conversation may be cross- cultural.
Because of the nature and impact of trauma and the many potential sources of
trauma, we can never assume that we know what someone’s experience has been.
We can not assume that because we have good intentions, we are being perceived as
respectful or helpful.
We need to understand that survivors have protected themselves from many different
kinds of threat.
Diversity among peer providers is important to provide options for connecting.

There is no shortcut to understanding. We need to be curious about other's lives and
journeys. Once people have shared, we need to be empathetic. And then we need to
be flexible in our approaches to mutuality and support.
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Peer support that is based on the values and principles we discussed earlier - mutual
relationships that are Voluntary; Non-judgmental; Respectful; Reciprocal & Empathetic
– can help survivors overcome the negative impacts of trauma such as (bullets on
slide)
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When we do peer support in a trauma-informed way, we start with an understanding
that behaviors clinicians call “symptoms” are strategies people have developed to help
them cope with the negative impacts of trauma listed on the previous slide.
When survivors understand the impact of trauma on their lives, peer support
relationships can serve as sounding boards as people make sense of how they have
managed to survive and cope with the effects of trauma
Trauma-informed peer support allows us to build mutual, trusting relationships, that
create a safe haven for people to examine their current coping strategies and try out
options that may work better for them
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As we discussed earlier, reclaiming a sense of safety is essential to healing from
trauma. Survivors need to be able to define “safety” on their own terms – and what
providers call “safety” often feels anything but that to people using services
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No notes
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Relationships between mental health professionals and people using services are often
top-down and feel unequal. So it’s not surprising that when people become employed
as peer support staff, they may mimic the type this type of relationship, since that’s
what they are familiar with. But as we’ve seen, this kind of power dynamic can leave
trauma survivors feeling angry and helpless.
In peer support, we strive to create the opposite of top-down, controlling relationships
by creating authentic, mutual relationships in which power is shared
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No notes
[
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Exercise: ask group for ideas about what gets in the way of sharing power in peer
support relationships. Write on flip chart and leave it visible during the rest of this
section.
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This conversation can bring up strong emotions and spirited conversation. Following
this, may be a good place for the afternoon break or a breathing exercise.
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Transparency: Let people know about any limits to confidentiality of the information
they share with you. Be clear about reporting requirements that you are subject to—
for example, the duty to report child abuse and elder abuse or imminent harm to self
or others. This will help them decide what information to share with you. At the same
time, help people create connections to others who can support them while keeping
their information confidential: links to faith traditions or to independent self-help and
peer support groups that are not subject to these requirements.
Limits: Your agency may have policies about contact with clients outside of work
hours. Talk openly about these limits and explore what your peer relationship can
accomplish. Provide links to others with whom people can develop meaningful
connections in their communities. Support their explorations of intimacy and
friendship beyond the limits of the program.
Peer Support: Explore any assumptions that people you support may have about the
nature of peer support. When people identify the intent of their peer support
relationships, they begin to establish some of the ways in which peer support is
different from friendship. It is the intention that makes peer support what it is about,
building relationships that are respectful, mutually responsible, and mutually
transforming.
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We talk about self-injury in this training because it is a coping mechanism used by
many survivors. And the one most likely to draw negative attention from staff. Staff
often react to this behavior in horror, try to stop it, and punish people for engaging in
it, rather than trying to understand why a person uses this coping strategy.
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Self-injury is strategy for self-preservation rather than self-destruction. We use Ruta
Mazelis’s definition here to distinguish self-injury from other kinds of harmful
behaviors that people may engage in (such as smoking, drinking, over-eating), because
it is a behavior that people are often punished for or ostracized for.
Discuss language: we don’t use the shaming and blaming language that professionals
often use to describe this behavior, such as “self-mutilation.”
We use person-first language and don’t refer to people as if their behavior defines
them (i.e., “people who self-injure” vs. “cutters”).
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Professionals and other staff often talk about self-injury in judgmental and inaccurate
ways without understanding the meaning it has for a survivor.
It is not suicidality or “attention-seeking,” it is a often a desperate act to deal with
unbearable pain.
It’s understandable that people may instinctively react to self-injury with fear or horror,
but it’s important to take a step back and understand the purpose it services for a
person in extreme distress. Only if we don’t judge people for the behavior is it possible
to earn their trust and create a safe space for them to consider other coping strategies,
if that makes sense to them.
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To do effective peer support with someone who self-injures, we need to shift our
thinking about this behavior.
We also need to examine our own feelings and reactions about this, and make sure
that we don’t shame people who use this coping mechanism.
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Using survivors’ personal narratives within the context of peer support relationships
can be a powerful tool for healing, as long as it’s done in a trauma-informed way.
We chose to use the term “personal narrative” rather than “story,” because “story” can
imply something that’s made up, and trauma survivors are often not believed when
they tell what’s happened to them.
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Our personal narratives can be helpful in several ways. First, they help people mentally
and emotionally organize what’s happened, and helps them discover the meaning they
attach to their experiences. Often just by telling the narrative, people remember new
pieces of it and uncover new meanings.
Through narratives, people can often see their own strengths more clearly and
understand how they’ve survived and how they can continue to move forward.
Narratives don’t have to be told in words. People can tell their narratives in ways that
feel most natural, including painting, drawing, writing, dance or movement, drumming,
music…
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No notes

Exercise: Using part of your personal narrative as a helpful illustration
Purpose: To illustrate that we each have past experiences that can be used as concrete
examples of important points about dealing with trauma, and that this can be done
without going into the “gory details,” but can done in a strategic way that illustrates
one possible way to think about our traumatic experiences
Process: Ask people to pick a 2 min. piece of their narrative that might be helpful to
another person – pair off & tell 2 min. stories to each other. (Need timer)
Ask group: how did that feel?
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Sometimes, narratives can create distance between a survivor and a person providing peer
support, and if we’re aware of this possibility, we can take steps to mitigate that.
Narratives may be hard to hear if the listener is overwhelmed by the painful details of the
story. It’s not always necessary to tell these “gory details.”
Sometimes narratives can be hard to hear because the survivor is still struggling to make sense
of their experience and it comes out in an incomplete or non-linear way
People in groups sometimes try to out-do each other with the horror of what happened to
them; i.e., “You think that’s bad, you should hear what happened to me!” It’s important to let
people know that trauma narratives are not competitions in topping each other – that they
must be heard in a respectful manner without judgment
It can be hard to hear the same story over and over, but sometimes people feel compelled to
tell the story again and again before they can move on.
As we discussed earlier, self-inflicted violence can be the only way a person currently knows
how to communicate what happened to them, and peer supporters need to respond in calm,
respectful ways
We need to recognize that many people have never felt safe telling what happened and that it
can be very hard for them to do that for the first time.

Sharing one’s personal narrative is a choice and it is not necessary to tell one’s story in
order to heal

Don’t make sharing an expectation, but an invitation
Make sure people have access to art supplies, drums and other musical instruments,
etc., as alternative ways to express their narrative
The meaning people make of their experiences is more important than the details of
their narratives – once they understand the meaning they’ve made of the past, they
can explore other meanings that may be more self-affirming
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This quote from Sandy Bloom, founder of the Sanctuary program, is used to illustrate
the point that trauma is not something that affects individuals in isolation. Its roots
are in a society that allows abuses of power on both institutional and personal levels,
tolerates wide-spread violence and inequality. When we realize that the problem is
bigger than ourselves, we can find strength in building community with others who
want change.
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The key point is that taking social action not only gives us a constructive way to
channel our rage, but also helps build community connections as we work for social
change. Survivors don’t need to wait until they’re “recovered” to take social action –
the activity itself can be part of the healing process
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Give locally or personally meaningful examples of different times of social action
activities: i.e., advocating against discriminatory laws or policies; speaking out in public
forums about the impact of trauma and the need for trauma-informed practices;
organizing community gardens or childcare collectives, etc.
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Leave people with the question of what commitment they will make to take social
action.
How will you keep this work going?
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